
Troubleshooting Guidelines

8903SQ(100A) & 8903SV(200A) Mechanically Held Lighting 

Contactors
General Information
Occasionally, problems can develop with a mechanically held lighting contactor where it will either (1) not pick-up 

and latch properly or (2) not unlatch because the unlatch coil is burnt out (open) and/or the normally open (N.O.) 

coil clearing contact is fried and/or the unlatch mechanism is mechanically "hung up" and sluggish due to dried out 
lubricants.

Inspection/Repair Steps (Reference diagrams below)

Step 1
Confirm that the armature bumpers are NOT red.  If they are red they MUST be replaced with black ones - 
remove the coil cover to inspect.  The red bumpers get soft and sticky over time and can prevent the lighting 
contactor from latching properly.  Red bumpers can also cause the latch coil to fail due to excessive inrush 
currents.  If no bumpers are found in the location indicated on the diagram, then the lighting contactor is of an 
earlier design and will not have this potential armature bumper problem.  

Step 2
Confirm that the normal mounting of the lighting contactor is upright and vertical on vertical plane (panel).  This is 
critical because proper drop-out operation of the latch assembly is assisted by the weight of the armature 
dropping down (gravity) and driving the plunger rods into the collapsing "latch elbow".

Step 3
Confirm that the wiring is correct.  The two coil clearing contacts should never be by-passed for any reason.  The 
unlatch coil is not continuously rated and will be damaged if the coil clearing contacts are ever by-passed.

Step 4
Carefully inspect BOTH of the coil clearing contacts for damage.  The coil clearing contact which is wired to the 
unlatch coil is susceptible to damage if the unlatch coil burns out for any reason.  Replace as required.

Step 5
Check both coils to see if they have the correct resistance.  Confirming the correct resistance usually indicates 
the coil(s) is OK.  Replace coil(s) as required.

SQ (100A 2/3P) Latch Coil (ohms) SV (200A 2 thru 5P) Latch Coil (ohms) SQ/SV (2 thru 5P) Unlatch 

Coil (ohms)
120V = 8.5 (31074-400-38) 120V = 3.8 (31091-400-38) 120V = 10.3 (31096-416-09)
208V = 28.7 (31074-400-44) 208V = 10.0 (31091-400-44) 208V = 35.0 (31096-416-15)
240V = 34.1 (31074-400-47) 240V = 14.5 (31091-400-47) 240V = 40.10 (31096-416-18)
277V = 49.0 (31074-400-49) 277V = 20.8 (31091-400-49) 277V = 52.0 (31096-416-20)
480V = 138 (31074-400-57) 480V = 58.2 (31091-400-57) 480V = 157 (31096-416-24)
600V = 261 (31074-400-60) 600V = 92.4 (31091-400-60) 600V = 250 (31096-416-28)



Step 6
With main power to the lighting contactor turned OFF, manually latch the lighting contactor by pushing on the 
"Latch Elbow".  The lighting contactor should latch.  If it does not latch, then cleaning and lubricating of the 
mechanical latch attachment is probably required.

Manually unlatch the latch mechanism by pushing the "Unlatch Plunger Pin" in.  The lighting contactor should 
drop out with a resounding "thunk".  If it does not drop out properly or seems sluggish, then cleaning and 
lubricating of the mechanical latch attachment is probably required.

Cleaning and Lubricating

Latch mechanisms which do not drop out or pick-up with "ease" are probably in need of cleaning and 
re-lubricating due to the lubricate drying out and becoming very sticky and sluggish.

Let me clarify the word "ease".  This means that with the mechanism latched, manually pushing down on the 

solenoid plunger pin should result in the mechanism unlatching with a resounding "thunk".  ANY resistance due 
to "dry grease" will probably not allow this to happen.  When the contactor does not drop completely open, the 
coil clearing contact to the unlatch coil does not open and the unlatch coil and coil clearing contact damage will 
quickly occur.

Suggested Procedure

1.Confirm the mounting of the lighting contactor is upright and vertical on a vertical plane (panel).  This is 
critical because the operation of the latch assembly drop-out action is assisted by the weight of the 
armature dropping down (gravity).

2. Prop open the "latch elbow" using a rubber band as shown in the SQ-SV Latch Detail diagram below.  
This will keep the "latch elbow" open since it is spring loaded to close and will make cleaning and testing 
the plunger rods and bearing tube assemblies much easier to complete.

3. Lightly spray the plunger rods and bearing tube assemblies with WD40.  After spaying, manually close the 
contactor.  This will free the plunger pin so that it can be tested for free movement up and down through 

the bushing.  The plunger rods MUST slid freely up and down through the bearing tube bushings.  
Removal of the coil cover may be required in order to access both ends of the plunger rods to test them for 

free movement.  DO NOT SPRAY ANYTHING INSIDE THE CONTACTOR HOUSING WITH THE COIL 

COVER REMOVED.

4.Remove the rubber band and lightly spray the three moving joints of the "latch elbow" as identified in the 

SQ-SV Latch Detail diagram below and exercise the elbow a few times to make sure it is free to travel 
fully.

5.With a shop rag, wipe down the latch assembly for any excessive WD40 left on the latch assembly parts.

Repair Parts

The latch assembly is assembled and adjusted at the factory.  The complete latch attachment is NOT available 
as a field replaceable / installable unit.  There are repair parts available for the main contactor section.  Since the 
main Class 8903 Type SQO and Type SVO contactor sections are identical to the Class 8502 Type SEO and 
Type SFO, respectively,  repair parts information available for the Class 8502 contactors can be used.  The only 
parts notably different are the line and load lugs.

Service Bulletins Available

8903SQO (100A) = 30072-013-06
8502SEO (Size 3) = 30072-013-01
8903SVO (200A) = 30072-013-06
8502SFO (Size 4) = 30072-013-02






